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It’s been rather quiet 
since then, right?



No major data breach scandals in Sweden so far😎…



But in the UK!           😱
British Airways – An example of how to NOT do GDPR!



Datainspektionen activities to date...

About 800 incidents reported to date



…and other reactions and activities 



Shibsted example (my own data)

In total about 30 files and countless folders



Examples of what the files looked like..





Can we still profile customers as we used to?

• No, not unless you have a legitimate interest or consent for specific purposes

• A customer who has opted out to all kind of marketing must not be profiled

• Internal analytical reasons are not enough (then anonymize data)



Will GDPR kill data driven digital marketing?

No, but it gives 

consumers a 

voice and a 

choice…



..while bad digital marketing is killing it..



…together with opaque business models…



…and total dominance by Facebook and Google.

Warning! Facebook Custom Audience does not 

provide a simple solution for withdrawal of individual 

consent for advertisers! Use with caution.



So what has changed from a legal perspective for 
digital marketing and specifically cookie consent?

According to the cookie law you need 

consent to place cookies and similar tracking 

technologies in a visitors web browser.

If the cookie collects personal data then 

GDPR applies.

GDPR’s definition of what is a “freely given” 

consent is much stricter than PUL’s



And what does a legal “cookie consent” look like?

Cookie consent as before

Cookie consent with referral to other stakeholders for 

third party cookie settings

Cookie consent with website specific settings

Not compliant Grey area Compliant

X

X

X



Cookie consent as before 
(Not compliant)

Example dagensmedia.se



Cookie consent with referral to other stakeholders for 
third party cookie settings (Grey area)

Example bonniernews.se/cookiepolicy Example bygghemma.se



Cookie consent with referral to other stakeholders for third 
party cookie settings (Grey area)

Youronlinechoices.com/se/dina-val



Cookie consent with website specific settings
(Compliant?)

Exemple meethue.com (Philips)



Cookie consent with website specific settings
(Compliant)

Example meethue.com (Philips)



Top six advise if you want to work legally with digital 
marketing

1. Use Vägledning för webbutveckling, ”Kaklagen
i praktiken” from PTS

2. Investigate thoroughly what data is collected
by all cookies that are placed by your website 
and don’t settle for unclear answers

3. Make a clear definition of what you regard as 
personal data of the data you collect from 
cookies/other tracking techniques.

4. Follow the personal data through the whole 
chain of actors – who is responsible? Who 
does what?

5. Be as transparent as you can towards visitors 
and customers about what you do and 
ALWAYS give them a choice to opt-out

6. Profile with caution



Do it out of respect for your 
customers rather than fear of 

sanctions



Thank You! 
Good luck in the digital marketing jungle!
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